
MERCURY ATHLETIC REVIEW THE PROJECTIONS

MGMT S Assignment 1: Mercury Athletic Footwear Questions: 1. Is Mercury an appropriate target for AGI? Why or why
not? 2. Review the projections by.

Are they appropriate? In order to supply a solid recommendation to Liedtke. Acquiring MA could take to
economic systems of graduated table and range through fabrication and distribution webs. Fiore was forced to
sell the company after running it for over 35 old ages. Fiore was forced to sell the company after running it for
over 35 years, due to health problems. How would any potential sources of value be realized? Are they allow?
How do the acquirer and target fit together? How would you urge modifying them? Active Gear AG is a
comparatively little athletic and insouciant footwear company. AG excluded big box retailers and discount
stores. Be prepared to make additional assumptions. EBIT has been projected to gradually increase, which
looks to be on par with industry norms. With a higher production volume, the new AGI might be able to
negotiate for lower cost from different suppliers and manufacturers. The swing back to a positive growing rate
could be indicant of AG leveraging its economic systems of graduated table and range. Assume that Mercury
has the same DSI as AGI does, calculate the new Mercury revenue and compare the revenue with the original
revenue to evaluate the new revenue value. Market Overview The dress or footwear industry is extremely
competitory with low growing. Active Gear. Alternative calculation methods could yield a higher terminal
value. Year to twelvemonth growing rates are highly volatile. Heilprin 24 Mercury Athletic Footwear
Terminal Value: Estimating the long term growth rate As a starting point, no business can grow faster than the
macro economy on a continuous basis Thus, an upper-bound equal to the long-run macro economic growth
rate must exist In terms of lower bounds, the long-term growth rate must be positive or else the firm would not
be a going concern i. In order to find if the projections are reasonable, you need a starting point. Is Mercury an
appropriate target for AG? The above value estimated from case projection is based on AGI historical data.
Referencing the tables below: Terminal or Enterprise Value is High Synergies are excluded from financial
analysis Declining revenue growth 5. Quantitative Analysis. Youth market, mainly 15 to  Liedtke used
historical averages to assume the future revenue projections. Why or why not? In order to analyse possible
synergisms. What are the potential sources of value?


